
I Would Be So Pleased

Dee Dee Magno

Somewhere in a dream 
Perhaps another lifetime

I have seen your face
I have held you near.

Riding on a beam 
The sun became your lifeline

Passing time and space
Now you're standing here.

And born of heaven's creations
Your voice gently cries

Saying "I would be so pleased. I would take you by the hand. I would be so pleased, though I don't know where 
I stand. I will take this chance. May I have this dance? I would be so pleased."

Now at last it's real
Finally you found me
Knowing all along 

You would soon appear.
Through the dark I feel
Angels all around me
Whispering their song

There's no need to fear.

And after some hesitation
My voice sweetly sighs, saying 

"I would be so pleased. To try and love again. I would be so pleased, to love you now and then. Formalities 
aside. No more love denied. I would be so pleased."

Is it what I'm worthy of?
Still I have my doubt.l

Could I live my life for love, after life so long without?
There's so many ways to go

It makes it hard to see
I need so much more to know, if it's where I'm ment to be

Went down to the sea
Looked up to the mountain

Listened to the trees
Waiting for a sign
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Thinking I'd be free, I stayed up in the mountains.
To the tender breeze, touched this heart of mine.

Through god's own manifestation, this voice sang through the sky, saying 
"I would be so pleased. I would take you by the hand. I would be so pleased. You would reach the promise land. 

You would finally thrive, and I would come alive.

I would be so pleased."
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